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An infinite self-complementary (s.c.) graph is c,uasi-locall~4nite i, for each vertsx 
#, either the ntsmber of vertices adjacent o a is finite or the number of vettices not 
jacent to E is finite. We prove that every quasi-lo 
subgraph consisting of two l-way infinite arcs, a 
graph (not quasi-toczrlly-finite) which requires in 
spanizing subgraph. 
ment, then the vertex ~(6) has infinite 
G. Indeed, a([) is adjacent o all but a finite number of 
is leads us to make these definitions: the co~lt~nc.~ of a 
er of’ vertices to which t is not adjacent; an infinife 
~~~Z~~~~~~~ if each vertex has eit’her finite valency 
ite S.C. graph G is necessarily countable, as follows: 
rtices with valency 4 n, Let A have cardinality 6. 
t in A ), then a(A) consists exactly of 
n, and d(A) has cardinality 8. The in- 
h with vemxxset A w a(A ) is a S.C. gralph and 8, restrict- 
-act, map the graph onto its complement, and maps 
trd vice verrti. So the number of edges joining a vertex 
(A) is {Oz. But each vertex of A has valency 6 FX, so 
h one end at a vertex. of A is at most n0. 
6,rnd so 0 < 2~. Ss the number of vertices of any 
is finite an3 the set of vertices of finite valency is there- 
The vertices of finite covaiency are in one-to-one cofre- 
these, by a, so this set too is countable and G is count- 
is to extend the technique of [ I]. We considered a 
enting permutation 6, and wrote a as a 
.._o, with a # < i, .,., where 6 was 
riately defined r&ation. It was net ary to use the following 
. C be a set of n ekmwnt,c with a relatkm < 
in C either a 6 b or b << 6. T?wn the elements 
asequmseal <a, 6.. <a,. 
that every finite tou 
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(ii) j??r ail u and b in C, either a < b or 5 < a, 
(iii) ,K*)p all a irz C, eirker {x : .r < a ) or (x : a < x ) is finite. 
Then the elements of C ma-v be arunged irz bws l-~a)~ infinite sei;uerwes _ 
aI < a2 < a3 < ,.. sod .., < 6, < Ir2 < 6, (W~WW zw ofthese may be 
either empty or finite). 
[Note that < is not necessarily transitive; and that a < b ;nd A < u 
may both hold.] 
Proof. For each a in C. let P, = (x : x < a), the set of predecessors of 
Q, and Sa = {x : u < x ) ‘I the set of successors of a. Then PQ n SQ is not 
empty, but PJ u .Sa = C, by (ii), so P” and SQ are not both finite, nor 
by (iii) are ,rhey both infinite. 
Let P = (a : f’ is finite } and S = {a : Sd is finite ) . Then P n S is 
empt!r and 10 U S = C 
Le;: x d E P, and let P1 = P fi P” 2 . Then P* is finite because fx 1 is 
finite, s; the elements of P r may be arranged in a sequence 
xl1 <Ix12 <... <.+, wherexIil =x,, using Lemma 1. Now let 
x2 E .?\P* and let P2 = (PV’) rr Px,. Then P2 is finite, so the elc- 
mentti of this set may be arranged in a sequence x21 <.x22 C . . . 
< %iz 9 where x2i2 = x2. Since x21 4 P 
I , ave have x2I & x1. So x1 = 
“li, K .v21 “, and thus the set P’ u P2 may be arranged 
NOW we may continue in the !arne way: afi~r each stage, take 
any e!ement of P not yet included in the list, and take the elements 
of P which are predecessors of it. There are a finite number of them. 
so they may be arranged in a sequence which may be tacked on to the 
end of the sequence so far built up. Since P is countable, we may ex- 
haust P in this way and so arrange the elements of $ with new nota- 
tion, m a l-way infinite sequence al -C a2 < a3 < . . . . 
Similarly, the e”iements of S r-nay be arrange in a l-way infinite 
sequence .. . 19= 3 <b, <b,. 
ly-finite infinite self-co 
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aph and e a compkmenting permutation. Then d is the 
Uct of (possibly c0mtabIy many) disjoint cycles. We can see that 
ycte~ of length 1, for ;mg such fixed point would be infinite 
v&my. This shows that every vertm in 4 !YS infirlite 
hich cann0t happen in a quasi-locally-finite S.C. ~RP!L Thus 
the set sfcycles occulkrig in 6.h in we may label 
0reover for & and q in 67, we write 4 < q if 
ite vakncy. Let S be the set of cycI$es ocmming in u whose 
~tices have finite valency. Let V(P), and V(S), be the set of 
acaxring in cycles which are elements of P, and S, re- 
E P. If q < 6, tken each odd vertex of g is in 
in [ I ] was Found to 
also to have two consecu+live odd ver- 
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Y is the subgraph corresponding to q, and 4 < q, then the Hamiltonian 
arc for X can be inserted irto the Hamiltonian art3 for Y to give an arc 
through the vertices of X and Y. This arc has end+xtices at two even 
vertices of q and has two consecutive odd vertices of 4 occurring con- 
secutively in the arc. 
Using this technique on the successive cycles of the secuence 
q C a2 < a3 < ._ clearly results in a 2-way infinite arc ccvering V(P). 
And using the technique on the successive cycles of ,.. < fi3 q*: p2 < 
results in two I-wagl infinite arcs covering V(S). Thus G has a rpann 
subgraph consisting of one 2-way infinite arc and %wo l-way in%ite 
arcs. But we can improve on this. 
Suppose that S is infinite, f being either finite or infinite. Into the 
two l-way infinite arcs covering V(S), we shall insert arcs to cover the 
remaining vertices V(P). Take the cycle al . This has its odd vertices of 
finite valency, so 3.Vl such that the odd vertices of al are not joined to 
any vertices in pi for i > N, . In particular, the odd vertices of al are not 
joined to any vertices in PNa3 , so the even vertices of aA are joined to 
ofl the vertices of piV, . Similarly 3Nz (which can be chose 
that the even vertices of a2 are joined to all the vertices o 
I, 3+J* (# N,, N,, . . . . Nr I ) such that the even vertices of a, are joined 
to all vertices of pdV, s IVow there is an arc through the vertices ofa, 
with end-vertices at two even vertices of a,, and so this can be inserted 
between two vertices of pJV, in the two l-way infinite arcs cavering 
V(S). In other words, as we proceed along one of these l-way infinite 
arcs, we make diversions to include the vertices of each a, between two 
vertices of pJVP ; and there certainly are two vertices of BN, appearing 
consecutively in (either) one of the +vo + infinite arcs. Thus there are 
two l-way infinite arcs covering the verticc.; V(S 
If S is finite, write the cycles of S in a sequen 
We know that there is a finite arc covering V(S), 
two vertices of h two odd vertices cl and c2 q say, of 
occur consec has even vertices of finite valency; so 
even vertices of 
nsequently, the odd vertices o 
the vertices of S~O, there exists a 2- 
and in this there are certainly two vert.ices q and w2, say, of 
e 
Fig 1. 
finite alrc covering V(P). ‘The other starts along 
V(S) from the other end lentil it reaches the other 
fzz going then to q in tqd and on along the 
ay infinite arc covering V(P). 
ther eveqy infinite or, say, every countable self- 
as a spanning subgraph c.onsistiqg of two I-way 
st so; w give an example of a countable S.C. graph 
many I-way infinite arcs for a spanning sub- 
h of Fig. 1 is a S.C. graph with eight vertices 
utat,ion a vuhere = (Q&d, )(blQ, Cl d, )* 
infinite S.C. graph H as follows: for each j, take 
, ~j, 1~) ~4th edges (Cj, bj 1, (‘)i, Cj), (t-j, di). A,nci, 
313 
G is a countable SC graph and TV = IIii (bijaijcijJii) is a comphement- 
ing, permutation. Notice that e2 is an automorphism and interchringesaii 
and d, and interchanges b, and Cfj. 
WC indicate l Nhy G requires countably many I-way infinite arcs for 
a spanning subgraph. Suppose there is a spanning s~bgraph of l-way in- 
finite arcs. Then the vertices of G can be arranged in some number of I- 
way infinite sequences uch that consecutive vertices in these sequences 
are adjacent in G. The initial vertex in each sequence is an end-vertex of 
the corresponding 1-way infinite arc. It is clear what is !‘ztidi; t by the pre- 
decessor and successor of any vertex in these sequences; the initial ver- 
tices do not have predecessors, but otherwise each vertex has a unique 
prc flecessor and successor and no two vertices have the same predeces- 
sor or the same successor. We can show that the vertex-set V(N, ) of 
H, contains at least two vertices which have no predecessor, that 
WI 1 . ) U U&) contains at feast four vertices with no predelzessor, and 
that Ui= I l’(Hi) contains at least 2r vertices with no predecessor. This 
shows that there are in Cc; ~ountably many vertices with no predeces- 
sor, so that there must be countably many I-way infinite arcs in the 
spanning subgraph. 
Pet IV([) be the set of vertices adjacent to t in G. Let p(r) and ~((6) 
be the predecessor and sAuecessor f t, respectively, in the sequlences of 
vertices obtained from the I-way inGnite arcs. 
irst, A@, 1 ) = {hl 1 ) , so s(q 1) = b, 1 r and s(d, 1) , 
metricaf results always follow since a is an automo 
are sticce3sors of 
e Ieft~~an~i side can have no p 
U V(H, li contains at least 
